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Introduction
Let A be a set. An n-ary inductive definition on A is, according to [l] , any mapping r from n-ary relations on A to n-ary relations on A which is monotone increasing, i.e., R c S implies T(R) c T (S) . Every inductive definition has fixed points, i.e., relations R such that T(R) = R. The intersection of all these is again a fixed point called the least fixed point and denoted by P". Suppose 9 is a first-order structure. Every first-order formula $(I, S) , where x = (x,, . . . , x,) and S is an n-ary predicate symbol occurring positively in @(x, S), gives rise to a The concept of inductive definability is of fundamental importance throughout mathematics.
The monograph [8] shows that although this concept was originally defined in the context of arithmetic, it can be defined on arbitrary structures and gives rise to a nice theory of its own. Our purpose in this paper is to generalize the classical concept of inductive definability in a way which achieves the following two goals: l The theory covers new areas, such as ni-definability on uncountable structures, linear orderings with no descending a-sequences ((Y > cc)), trees with no uncountable branches, Ehrenfeucht-FraissC games of length >w, and syntax and semantics of the extensions of LK,, introduced in [13] and studied in [4, 91. l A satisfactory general theory can be maintained. To see how our generalization is defined, let us go back to some details of the classical notion. The standard construction of the least fixed point of an inductive definition is based on taking successive iterations: R"= 0, Ra+i = T(R"), R'= u R".
(1) Ly<Y Now R = (J, R" is the least fixed point of r. An alternative definition is given in [l] . Aczel's characterization is game-theoretic.
The following game has two players V and 3 (see Fig. 0 ). The rules of the game are that each player has to obey the condition displayed in Fig. 0 . If he cannot move legally, the opponent has won. Moreover, for 3 to win, he has to win after a finite number of moves. Now the above least fixed point R satisfies a E R if and only if 3 has a winning strategy in this game. The game can be easily formulated for sequences of elements instead of just elements. Our generalized concept of inductive definability is based on Aczel's game. We allow this game to go on for up to wi moves. Let us think for a moment what happens in Aczel's game if 3 has not won the game during the first w moves. The idea is that we form in a unique way a limit a, of the sequence a,, . . . , a,, . . . and require 3 to produce a set A, so that a, E T(A,"). Now V picks aofl E A,, and the game continues as before. But what is a,, ? We simply assume that there is an underlying partial ordering 6 with the closure property that every countable ascending chain has a unique supremum. Additionally we demand that V plays his ai so that they form a G-ascending chain.
We get a generalized 'fixed point' construction by taking the set of a for which 3 has a winning strategy in the game of length o1 described above. This leads naturally to a generalization of the notion of inductive definability on a structure.
In the traditional theory of inductive definability ordinals are used to denote stages of induction, such as r" above. In our generalized framework this is not possible. Instead of ordinals we use trees. Ordinals present themselves in our approach as trees with no infinite branches, whereas we really allow all trees with no uncountable branches. With such trees we get a coherent theory of stages of induction with a Stage-Comparison Theorem.
It is a general feature of our theory that it is by far not as beautiful as the classical theory presented in [8] and many results have an element of incompleteness in them. This should come as no surprise, since we are after all dealing with 'non-well-founded' induction. An indication of the kind of difficulties that arise, note that while the Aczel game of length o is determined as an open game, the corresponding game of length wi need not be determined.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes some fundamental examples which have been the motivation behind the general theory. Section 3 gives some necessary preliminaries about trees. The tree-concept is fundamental in our study of induction. Section 4 gives the basic definitions of T-closure and T-coclosure of a monotone operator, as well as some examples. Section 5 discusses some variations of the basic definitions. In Section 6 we use the concepts of T-closure and T-coclosure to define the concepts of T-inductive and T-coinductive definability on a first order structure. In Section 7 we prove an Abstract Kleene Theorem which establishes a connection between ID,-coinductive definability and Z]-definability on structures of cardinality o, with enough coding. Section 8 introduces the concept of a stage of induction. These stages are trees with possible infinite branches but with no uncountable branches. In Section 9 we prove a Stage-Comparison Theorem. Finally, in Section 10 we use the Stage-Comparison Theorem to prove a restricted version of the Reduction Theorem. G((A, c) G((A, s) , w) so that the players can go on playing with the initial segment A, = n,,, A,. This means that on round o V first plays A, and then 3 has to play some &Z?&, with A, E r(C?S&). After this the players go on as in G((A, s) , to) with the addition that all limit steps in the game are passed by means of forming intersections like A, above. In G((A, s), w,) we let the players play in this way round (Y for all a < wl. Player 3 wins and V loses, if 93a is empty for some LY < 0,.
Consider then a play of
In this case it is easy to see that (A, S) does not contain descending o,-sequences, if and only if player 3 has a winning strategy in G((A, G) , toI) (if and only if V does not have a no-losing strategy). Indeed, the argument sketched in connection with G((A, s), co) works here. We can conclude that the operator r can be used to define the notion of a linear orderings which does not have descending K-sequences, when r is approached in terms of G((A, S), K) and K is o or 0,. (This holds of course for other K, too.) So the game-theoretic approach seems to be more versatile than the usual one based on the iterations of r. This is elaborated in [lo] .
Example. Consider an open game formula
where $,, is first order. Its satisfaction in a structure '3 is defined in terms of an obvious semantic game denoted by G(@, 9) . In this game, the players produce a sequence a,,, b", al, bl, . . . and 3 wins, if this sequence makes some +,, true. As is shown in [8], this kind of game sentences are closely connected to inductive definability.
Consider the following operator r mapping sets of finite sequences of elements of A to sets of finite sequences of elements of A. It is easy to see that Tis monotone. Denote the empty sequence by 0.
Claim. 0 E P", if and only if ')I k CD.
Assume 0 E P". We describe a winning strategy for 3 in G(@, a). Let (Y,, be the smallest ordinal (Y with 0 E r". Then (Y(~ is of the form LY' + 1. Let V play in G(@, 3)x0. By the definition of r there is some y,, with (xg, yJ E r"'. Fix such a y,,. Let (Y, be the smallest ordinal (Y with (x,,, yo) E I'". Then a, < ac1 and (Y, is of the form (Y' + 1. Again, by the definition of F, there is some y, with I&, y,,, x,, y,) E r"'. Fix y,. Let a2 be the smallest ordinal LY with (x0, y,,, zr, y,) E F". Then a2 < CX, and &2 is of the form (Y' + 1. This process is repeated as long as possible. Since it generates a descending sequence of ordinals a(1 > ~yr > LYE > . -. , there has to be some II with a,,, = 0. This means that (x,,, . . . , yo) E F(G), and hence So 3 has won.
Assume then that '?I!= @. Therefore 3 has a winning strategy S in the game G(@, '21). We form a tree T as follows. Its root is the empty sequence 0. then the immediate successors of t are the sequences (.%I? yo, . . . 7 Xnr Yn, x*+1, yn+J where 3 has played yn+, according to S. Since S is a winning strategy, T has only finite branches. We label T with ordinals so that for all nodes t E T, the label Z(t) is the supremum of all the ordinals l(t') + 1 where t' is an immediate successor oft in T. It is easy to verify by induction on an ordinal cx that whenever t = (.x0, y,,, . . . , x,, yn) and I(t) = cw, then t E F+l. Hence especially, 0 E r". This completes the proof of the claim.
As in Example 2.1, the operator F corresponds to a game G(O, o) in the following way. First V plays t,, = 0. Then 3 plays some set B. with to E T(B,,). Notice that to is an intial segment of every element of Bo. After this V plays some t, E B,, and 3 plays some B, with tl E T(B,), and so on. Player 3 wins, if B, is empty for some II < w. It is obvious that G(0, o) and G(@, 91) are essentially the same game. Especially, 3 has a winning strategy in one, if and only if 3 has a winning strategy in the other, and V has a no-losing strategy in one, if and only if V has a no-losing strategy in the other. Actually, this observation could be used to give a different proof for the assertion above, since one can show directly that 0 E P" is equivalent to 3 h aving a winning strategy in G(0, 0).
Next of considering the limit (i.e., union) of the sequences considered before the limit.
Assume for example that the players have played t,, and B, for all n < w and that 3 has not yet won. Then by the definition of r there must exist a sequence t = (x0, y,,, . . . , x,, y,,, . . .) where t,, = (x0, yo, . . , x,, yn) for all n < IX. Then on round w player V plays t, = t and 3 has to play some set B, with t, E T(B,,,). From this the game goes on as before, and all other limit steps are passed in the same way. Player 3 wins if B, = 0 for some a < 0,. It is easy to see that this operator inductively defines the notion of partial isomorphism in the following sense. Notice first that EF('U, 23, o) is determined by the Gale-Stewart theorem. So (ii) follows from (i). Assertion (i) is proved very much like the Claim of the previous example. Assume that 0 E P". Then 0 E r(rl-') -r" for some /3. In this case there is some x0 such that for all yo, (x~,, yo) E r". Then the first move of V will be x,) to which 3 replies with some yo. But there must be some Y < /3 with (X0, y,J E T(P) -r". If x0 and y. satisfy the same atomic formulas, i.e., (x0, y,)) $ IV, then this argument will be repeated.
Since it leads to a descending sequence of ordinals, there has to be some n < o with (x0, yo, . . . , x,, yn) E N. In this case V wins.
Assume then that V has a winning strategy S in EF(%, '23, o). Then as in the proof of the Claim of the previous example, we form a tree T consisting of such initial segments of a play of EF(M, $23, w) where V uses S and 3 has not yet lost. Thus the empty sequence 0 is the unique root of T. We label this tree with ordinals as before. If (Y is the label of 0, then it is easy to show that 0 E P+'. This completes the proof of Claim 1.
The operator rcorresponds again to a game G(T, 0, w). The first move of V is to play sO = 0. To this 3 has to respond with a set C,, where so E QC,,). This means that there has to be x0 E A U B where for every y(, EA U B taken from a different structure than x0, it holds that (x0, yo) E C,,. Then V chooses some s, E Co and 3 has to play a set C, where s, E T(C,), etc. It is easy to see that the roles of 3 and V in G(T, 0, w) correspond to those of V and 3 in EF(%, '23, w). Indeed, to play Co, 3 has essentially to choose at least one x0 as above, and conversely.
And to choose s,, V has essentially to choose y,,, and conversely. The following claim follows easily from this observation. The game G(T, 0, w) of this example corresponds closely to the analogous one in the previous example. Especially, player V chooses in both games longer and longer sequences. Hence G(T, 0, w) can be easily extended to a game G(I', 0, w,) of length w, so that limit steps in the game are passed by means of forming the union (limit) of the sequences played by V earlier in the game. The idea behind Claim 2 easily yields the following observation. The following assertion is easily proved by the arguments of the previous example. Actually the previous example can be seen to be a special case of the present one. Indeed, the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game between two structures '3
and '8 can be presented in the form G(@, 9X+ '23) where di is a suitable game sentence and 91 + !-I3 is a suitable version of the disjoint union of 3 and $B.
Claim 1. '>x L @, if and only if 0 E r".
We can define a game G(T, 0, co) related to r as in the previous examples.
Then again by earlier arguments, we have the following sharper version of the previous observation.
Claim 2. (i) Player 3 has a no-losing strategy G(@, S), if and only if player V has
a no-losing strategy in G(r, 0, co). Also the game G(T, 0, 0,) is defined as before. Limit steps of this game are again passed by considering the union of the sequences played earlier by V. The following assertion follows again from the arguments of the previous example. 
(ii) Player V has a winning strategy in G(@, S), if and only if player 3 has a winning strategy in G(T, 0, CO,).
Notice that as in Example 2.2, r" depends only on the initial segment of (the prefix of) @ of length o.
Trees
We shall use trees rather than ordinals to measure stages of induction.
For this end we review here some basic facts about trees. By a tree we mean any partial ordering (T, Go) in which the set of predecessors {t': t' cT t} of every element t E T is well-ordered by sP We do not require that trees have a unique root. We shall assume, for convenience, that all trees have height < or. A good example of a tree in this connection is the tree T(A) of all ascending sequences, closed under supremum of subsets, of elements of a subset A of 0,. If A is co-stationary, then T(A) has no uncountable branches. Any ordinal a is a tree as a linearly ordered set. We use simply LY to denote the ordinal a as a linearly ordered tree. There is also another way of construing an ordinal as a tree: If cy is an ordinal, we let B, denote the tree of all non-empty descending chains of elements of a ordered as follows: s s s' iff s is an initial segment of s'. We shall need two different ordering relations between trees. We write T s iI if there is an order-preserving mapping from the tree T into the tree U. This mapping need not be one to one. If T . < U but not U < T, we write T < U. Finally if T < U and Us T, we write T = U. It is easy to see that < is a partial ordering of the =-equivalence classes of trees.
Our second ordering relation between trees is based on the following construction.
Let oT be the tree of all countable initial segments of branches of the tree T. We define T << U if aT < U. Suppose T has no uncountable branches. Then it is easy to see that T < aT. The following properties of << are all easy to verify directly (they are proved in [6]):
(1) T << U implies T < U.
(2) T << aT.
(3)
YIU (T << UC< aT).
(4) << is well-founded below T.
The main difference between T << U and T < U arises, roughly speaking, from the fact that the first asserts the existence of a mapping whereas the second asserts the lack of a mapping.
If A G B E w, such that the sets A, B -A and o, -B are all stationary, then T(A) < T(B) but not T(A) << T(B)
. This is proved in [6] . Notice, that if T has an uncountable branch, then T = aT. If the word 'countable' is dropped from the definition of oT, then (l)- (4) above hold for all T, but aT may have height = wl + 1.
The T-closure of a monotone operator
In this section we generalize Aczel's game and define the notions of the T-closure and the T-coclosure of a monotone operator. Let X = (X, <) be a partially ordered structure in which every countable ascending sequence (x,),<, has a unique supremum lima<,,x,. For example, X could be the set of all subsets of a domain with the ordering x 5y iffy cx. Or X could be the set of all sequences of a domain with the ordering s ds' iff s is an initial segment of s'. A monotone operator on X is a function r: Y(X)+ 9(X) such that A 5 B
implies T(A) G T(B) f or any A, B c X. A set A is r-dense, if A E T(A), r-closed, if I'(A) s A, and a fixed point of r, if A = I'(A).
Let r be a monotone operator on X, T a tree of height < w, and x an element of X. We shall consider the following two-person game, a modification of Aczel's game, G(T, x, T): The players are 3 and V and there are at most w, moves. Player 3 moves first and always after a sequence of moves of limit ordinal length. strategy or V has a no-losing strategy in G(T, X, T). Respectively, we say that ris closed determined on T if for all x 3 has a no-losing strategy or V has a winning strategy in G(T, x, T). By the Gale-Stewart theorem every operator is both open and closed determined on a tree which has no branches of length >o.
He starts with A,, such that x E I'(A,J and y ?=x for all y E

Definition.
The T-closure of a monotone operator r on X is the set Ind(T, T) = {x E X 1 3 has a winning strategy in G(r, X, T)}.
The T-coclosure of Tis the set
Coind(T, T) = {x E X ( V has a no-losing strategy in G(& X, T)}.
Remark. Trivial properties of these sets are:
If T 6 T', then Ind(T, T) E Ind(T, T') and Coind(T, T') E Coind(T, T).
(3)
If r is open determined on T, then Ind(I', T) U Coind(T, T) = X.
The first property means that Ind(T, T) cX-Coind(T, T). It will turn out that the difference X-Coind(T, T) behaves in many situations like a version of 'the T-closure' of r. We denote X-Coind (T,  T The former of the equations tells that Ind(T, w) is the set r" inductively defined by r, and the latter equation means that Ker(T, o) is the kernel r, of r.
Example.
Let X be the class of all trees ordered by T G T' iff T' is a subtree of T. We define the following sum-operation in X. Let A be a set of trees. Let S be the union of A and the set of pairs (t, T), where t E T E A. Let < be the partial ordering of S determined by the conditions:
(t, T) < (t', T), if t, t' E T E A and t c t' in T.
We call S the sum of the trees in A. Note that B, is equivalent to the sum of the trees BP, p < cy. The sum-operation gives rise to the following monotone operator on X. For A 5 X:
T E c(A) e T is either empty or a sum of trees in A.
Lemma. The following are equivalent for any tree T and any tree U with no uncountable branches:
(1) U << T, Considering that x,+, = {tEx,I t>a} for some aEx,, 3 
can let ta+, be f({b E U ) b c a}). At limits 3 takes the intersection
x, of the trees played by V and defines A,, as above. The move t,, is the value of f at the branch of U determined by the previous moves in the game. This is a winning strategy for 3 since he cannot lose and the game cannot go on for uncountably many moves. 
Lemma. The following are equivalent for any trees T and U:
(1) TcU,
Proof.
(1) + (2). Player V can avoid losing G(T,, U, T) by using T G U to transfer moves of 3 in T to his own moves among subtrees of U. 
4.7.
Example. Let A G (0, 1)" be non-determined. Let X = (0, l}<"'U (0, l}" with the ordering t G t' iff t is an initial segment of t'. Let
f E T(B) e [dam(f) finite and Va 3b (f U {(a, b)} E B] v [dam(f) = w and f E A].
Neither 3 nor V has a no-losing strategy in G(T, f, T) for f E X and for T with a branch of length 2 o + 1. Thus for such T, !ii c# Ind(T, T) U Coind(T, T).
4.8. Example. Let X be the set of countable sequences of elements of w, with the ordering x by iff x is an initial segment of y. A subset x of w, is said to be closed if it is closed under supremums of ascending sequences of its elements. We use CUB to denote the set of closed and unbounded subsets of w,. Let
x E T,(B) e B contains all proper extensions of x to a closed sequence of elements of A.
It is easy to see that
E Ind(&, T) e T(A) << T, E Coind(T,, T) e T < T(A).
In the first equivalence the idea is the following. 
T(A) << to, ca A c$ CUB, w, G T(A) a A E CUB.
Hence we have and 0 E Ind(T,, wi) B A $ CUB, For details concerning M,,, we refer to [4] and [9] . In a sense, M,,, has similar relation to L,, as the w,-closure of a monotone operator has to its w-closure.
Let A and B be two disjoint stationary sets. Then T(A) + T(B) and T(B) + T(A) (see [6]). So
operator on a topological space E is obtained by mapping a set A to the set of its limit points. The w-coclosure of this operator is the perfect kernel of the space. The Cantor-Bendixson theorem implies in second countable spaces that the complement of the perfect kernel is the scattered part of the space and it is countable. We can use the notion of T-coclosure to study spaces of higher weight. Let us suppose E is a closed subspace of the space w;O' with the topology determined by the basic neighbourhoods N(f, a) = {g E E 1 VP < a VW> = g(P))).
Let X be the tree of countable sequences of pairs (f, 6), where f E E and 6 < w,. Let X,, be the set of s = ((fat 6,)),,, in X such that fY and fy are different but agree on 6, whenever Y < y. Let r,,, be the following monotone operator on X:
Now it is easy to see that f is in the perfect kernel of E iff ((f, 0)) is in the w-coclosure of I& and f is in the scattered part of E iff ((f, 0)) is in the w-closure of r,,. *(A,+,) .
The proof of (i) is similar. 0
It is rather easy to see that the sets
are all fixed points of r provided that T s {t E T 1 t,, < t} for all to E T of height 1. A set A is strongly r-dense if there is a tree T and an onto mappingf : T +A such that (1) Every branch of T is countable and has a last element.
Note that a strongly r-dense set is necessarily r-dense.
Lemma. Ind*(T, or) is the union of all strongly r-dense sets.
Proof. Suppose x E Ind*(T, w,). So 3 has a no-losing strategy r in G*(T, x, w,).
We get a strongly r-dense set containing x by considering the tree of sequences of moves in G*(T, x, 0,) when 3 uses r. Conversely, suppose x belongs to a strongly r-closed set A. Then 3 has a simple no-losing strategy in G*(I', x, wl) based on using the tree behind A. 0
Some variations
The Aczel game was extended over limit steps by considering limits of ascending sequences of elements.
If player 3 has chosen in G(T, x, T) for example X1 so that x E X1, then V is allowed to choose x1 =x. So the sequences of elements connected to the Aczel game need not be strictly ascending.
There is also an alternative definition which is based on strictly ascending sequences. Consider a modified Aczel game G,(T, x, T) where player 3 has to play the sets X, so that they contain only elements y >x,.
In other respects the game G,(I', x, T) is defined as the Aczel game.
Lemma. The games G(T, x, T) and G,(I', x, T) are equivalent in the sense that 3 has a winning strategy in one, if and only if 3 has a winning strategy in the other; and that V has a no-losing strategy in one, if and only if V has a no-losing strategy in the other.
Proof. In both of the games, 3 can win only in a situation where X, = 0 for some LY. If 3 chooses x, E X,, then V can choose xa+, =x, which only wastes time available for 3. Thus it is easy to see that 3 has a winning strategy in one of the games, if and only if 3 has one in the other.
If t is a no-losing strategy of V in G = G(T, x, T), then r (or more exactly: a restriction of it) is a no-losing strategy of V in G, = G,(T, x, T). Assume then that r, is a no-losing strategy of V in G,. We extend t, to a strategy r of V in G by the following simulation process. Let 3 play xc, and XC, in G. If X,, contains only elements y > x, then tl, = t,, and Xl, = X0 form the first move of 3 in the simulated play of G,. To this, t, gives a reply xi E Xb, and the first move of V in G is xi = xi. In case x E X0, we let V play x, = x in G, and more generally, x,+, = x as long as x E X,. If a is the smallest ordinal with x C# X,, then we let 3 play to = t, and Xl, = X, in the simulation of G,. Then r gives xi E X(, and we let V play Xn+l =x; in G. It is easy to see that this idea can be iterated and that it produces a no-losing strategy of V in G. Notice especially that if LY is a limit ordinal and that the elements x,, Y < CY have been played in G, then the elements XI, y < /3, have been played in the simulation of G, in such a way that limvCa x, = lim P<B Xl,. ' 0
Next we consider a variant of the Aczel game where at limit steps, V is allowed to play also other elements than the limit of the previously chosen ones. In this situation we assume that in X every countable ascending sequence has upper bounds, but we do not assume the existence of limits. The game G,(T, x, T) is defined in other respects like the Aczel game, but if LY is a limit ordinal then x, is allowed to be any upper bound of the x, where Y < (Y. If X has limits of ascending countable sequences, then it is immediate to see that if 3 has a winning strategy in GZ(r, x, T), then 3 has one in G(T, x, T), and if V has a no-losing strategy in G(T, x, T), then V has one in G,(T, x, T).
If we consider countable sequences besides elements of X, then we can show that G,(T, x, T) gives nothing new. In later sections we shall consider definability on a structures which can code countable sequences. There the passage from X to Y makes no difference and the following result can be applied. Let X be as in the definition of G,(T, x, T). Let Y be the set of countable sequences of elements of X ordered according to the initial segment relation. We consider the following The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and left to the reader.
Lemma. The games G,(T, x, T) and G( Qi, (x), T) are equivalent in the sense that 3 has a winning strategy in one of the games, if and only if 3 has a winning strategy in the other; and that V has a no-losing strategy in one of the games, if and only if V has a no-losing strategy in the other.
The referee of the first version of this paper asked how the following game is connected to the Aczel game. Let X be a set (no ordering is assumed) and r be monotone on X in the usual sense. The game G,(T, x, T) is like the Aczel game, but all requirements referring to the underlying ordering are deleted. Instead, it is required that 3 chooses the sets X0, Xi, . . . , XV, . . . so that X0 2 X, 2 * . -2 X" 2 . * * . Moreover, it is required that V chooses x, from n,,<,X,, when (Y is a limit ordinal. The first player who cannot move loses while the other one wins.
To cope with G,(T, x, T), we have to add more structure than in connection with G,(T, x, T). Let r be monotone on the set X. Let Y be the set of pairs (x, B)
as below, where x is a countable sequence of elements of X and B is countable descending sequence of subsets of X; ordered by the initial segment relation on both coordinates.
We require moreover that B,, = X and that -(flvi,  B,, Ay) ) E C for all z eAy.
The following lemma is easy to prove.
Lemma. The games G,(I', x, T) and G(@, ((x), (X)), T) are equivalent in the sense that 3 has a winning strategy in one, if and only if 3 has a winning strategy in the other; and V has a no-losing strategy in one, if and only if V has a no-losing strategy in the other.
We have here sketched how some variants of the Aczel game can be reduced to the Aczel game. It is left as an exercise to the reader to play with reductions the other way round.
T-inductive definability
Let ?I be a first-order structure for a language L. We assume that X is part of the structure of $21, that is, %= (A ,...,  X,S ,... ) .
We say that ?I is a structure around X. We include the case that X is an n-ary relation on A. In that case we say that X is n-ary. Recall that X = (X, S) is supposed to be a partially ordered structure in every countable ascending sequence (x&+ has a unique supremum limvCaX,. We make throughout this section the assumption that the tree T is repexive, i.e., that T s T holds for all t E T, where T, denotes the subtree {t' E T: t c t'}.
This assumption is needed in 6.3 and 6.4. Notice that the tree w, consisting of one single or-branch is reflexive. Every tree T can be extended to a reflexive tree by iterating it in the following way (see [3] and [5] ). Let R(T) be the set of finite sequences (to, . . . , t,) of elements of T. We can think of this sequence as a linear is T-inductive or T-coinductive as above with the relations RI, . . . , R, as positive (or, respectively, negative) parameters.
If T is an ordinal ((Y, <), we use 'a-inductive' for 'T-inductive' and 'cu-coinductive' for 'T-coinductive'.
Theorem. Let ?.I be a structure around X. Let WF, be the set of subsets of X which contain no uncountable ascending chains. Then WF, is w,-inductive on %.
Proof. We imitate the proof of Theorem 6A. 1. of [8] . Let c and d be two distinct elements of X. Let $(t, x, T, S) be the formula: Vy E T [(c, y) 
Let us fix T and let R(t, x) e (t, x, T) E PI.
We claim that T has no uncountable branches iff R (d, d) . So suppose first T has no uncountable branches. We describe the winning strategy of 3 in G (T,, (d, d) , CO,). In this case there is no need to specify the moves in ol, as long as they go up. Player 3 starts with A. = {c} x T. If V has played (c, x,), 3 lets A, to be the set of pairs (c, y) where y is a successor of x, in T. Since T has no uncountable branches, a moment comes when A, =O and 3 has won. For the converse, suppose T has an uncountable branch b. Now V has an easy no-losing strategy which is based on following b. q Theorem 6.1 is in fact a special case of the following more general result, which we quote without proof.
Theorem. Let % be a structure around X. Let T be a tree. Then the set of suborderings U of X which are trees and which satisfy U << T, is T-inductive on %?I. The set of suborderings U of X which are trees and which satisfy T s U, k T-coinductive on a.
The following Transitivity Lemma is adapted from [8]. We have a first-order formula Q, and the associated operator r, which is used to define a T-inductive relation R. The point is that $J has a predicate S which occurs positively and is itself T-inductive on 91. The lemma shows that S can be eliminated from the definition of R. S and Q,, . . . , Q,, and S is T-inductive in Q,, . . . , Q,, Q,, . . . , Q, Claim (Combination Lemma). a formula 8(t, u, y, x, I/, V) for which a, y, x*) E Ind(T,, T) , T) CJ (d, u*, y*, x) E Ind(G, T) , Proof. Let rY(t, U, y, X, U, V) be the following formula:
Transitivity Lemma. Suppose R is T-inductive in
. Suppose moreover that T is rejlexive. Then R is T-inductive in
There is
(i) (u, y) E Ind(&, T) e (c,(ii) x l Ind(r',(iii) (u,
[t = c A V(U, y, {(u', y'): U(c, u', y', x*)1, V)] v [t = d A #(x, {y': U(c, a, y', x*)}, {x': U(d, u*, y*, x')}, V)].
The assertion follows by comparing the games corresponding to the operations appearing in the equivalences. We consider here the coclosures only. Assertion (iii) is trivial because both sides of the equivalence are defined by essentially the same game. For the second equivalence, assume x $ Coind(&, T). Then V has no no-losing strategy in the game G(T,, X, T). Also, V has no no-losing strategy in the game G(T,, (a, y), T) for any y ES. Let us then consider the game G (T@, (d, u*, y*, x) 
Relation to IL:-definability
A relation R(x,, . . . , x,) on A is El-definable on ?I if there is an elementary formula @ (x1, . . . , x,, y,, . . . , ym, Q,, . . , Qm) and a,, . . . , a, in A such that , . . . , x,)   e %k3Q,, , . , Q, @(xl,. . . , x,, aI, . . . , a,, Q,, . . . , Q, = q(a, J@) ) for all 0 < (Y and lb(a) = n(m).
In such a case there is a natural definable tree-ordering on YI: the tree of codes of countable sequences of elements of 5'1. We denote this tree by X:,,. The structure (HC, E) is an example of a structure that codes countable sequences. i.e., the class of all linear orderings which contain no descending sequences of cardinality K. There is a monotone operator F which, intuitively, accepts a linear ordering whenever all of its proper initial segments have been accepted. The w-closure of this operator is the class of all linear orderings and the w,-closure is that of all w,-well-orderings.
An operator F: 9(X)+ 9(X) is nice if x E T(A) implies x E T(A') for some set
It is easy to see that this operator F is not nice. (For more about this operator, see [lo] .) Let us assume for simplicity that n = 1 and there are no parameters a,, . . . , a,.
Theorem. Suppose M is a structure around a tree X and ')r codes countable sequences. Then every nicely w,-coinductive relation on 91 is
It suffices to prove that R(x) is equivalent to the following condition (*) There is a subset P of A such that r(P) c P, x $ P and -P is closed under limits of ascending o-sequences.
Suppose first R(x). Let r be a no-losing strategy of V in G(T, x, w,). Let @ be the dual of I', that is, @(A) = -r(-A).
Player 3 has the following no-losing strategy in G(@, x, (or). While he plays G(@, x, w,), he simulates a play of G(T, x, w,) as well, letting V follow r. Whenever V has played x, in G(T, x, o,), 3 takes one r-move x,+, E A for each A such that x, E T(A) and A is a set of immediate successors of x, in X, and lets A, consists of the chosen elements x,+ ,. This is the move of 3 in G(@, x, or). The next move of V in G(@, x, 0,) determines a set A which is the next move of 3 in the auxiliary game G(T, x, 0,). Let o denote this no-losing strategy.
Note that this strategy forces V to play elements which are immediate successors of each other. Let Q be the set of moves of V in various rounds of the game G(@, X, w,) when 3 plays o. Let H be the union of Q and the set of limits of ascending w-sequences of elements of Q.
Let (x,) be one such w-sequence. So X, is (either x or) a move number a,, of V in some round of the game G(@, X, w,). There is some sequence xi, p c an, of moves of V in G(@, n, wl) which leads to x,. Since X is a tree and successive moves of V in G(@, X, w ,) are successors of each other in X, X, (m < n) is an element of the sequence x"p, /3 < a,,, and indeed x$' = xz for m < n and /3 < a,,,.
This means that the sequence (xn) is part of a sequence of moves of V during one single round of G(@, X, 0,). This shows that elements of H are moves of V or moves that arise at limit stages of rounds of the game G(@, X, 0,). Let P be the complement of {x} U H. Certainly x 4 P. To 
prove r(P) c P, suppose t E r(P) -P. Now u gives a set A with t E @(A). Since t E r(P), but t $ r(-A),
there is some t' in P fl A. But P rl A = 0 and we have a contradiction.
Finally, -P is by construction closed under limits of countable ascending sequences. For the converse, suppose a set P satisfying (*) is found. Now V has a simple no-losing strategy in G(T, x, w,). He just has to keep his moves out of P. Suppose V has played x, and 3 answers with A, such that X, E T(A,) . Since X, $ P, there is some x,+~ E A, -P. The limit stages present no problem since -P is closed under limits. 0
Theorem. Suppose '?I is a structure of cardinality w1 which codes countable sequences. Then every E:-definable relation on 2I is nicely w,-coinductive on !?I relative to the partial ordering Xar.
Proof. The proof is built on the proof of Theorem 8A.l in [8]. For simplicity, let us assume we have a unary relation R(x) on 5X whith the following definition where $ is first-order. We assume here that the language is (made) relational.
As observed in [8], we can eliminate quantifiers from $ by adding new relations Qi.
So we can assume without loss of generality that @(x, Q,, . . . , Q,) is of the form vz, * * ' zk ~_YI . ' ' 3J'j '#' (X7 21, . . . J zk, YI, . . . j .Yj, QI, 
. * . 2 Qn)
where II, is quantifier-free.
To further simplify notation we assume k = j = 1. So Player V plays elements of A and 3 plays countable L-structures $x),. The rules of the game are given in Fig. 2 . Player 3 wins G,(x) if he can make all his w, moves. It is relatively easy to see (and essentially proved in [S, p. 1341 ) that R(x) holds iff 3 has a winnning strategy in G,(x).
Using the assumed coding of countable sequences it is possible to define the following predicate Str(x, w) on ?I: Let 0(x, w, S) be a first-order formula expressing on '?I the following:
"w is a sequence (wi3),jCa, a < 0,) where wII is a pair (\Bjp, &) such that '93,$ is an L-structure, and if Str(x, w) holds, then for every countable L-structure % there is an element d such that w' E S where w' is the extension of w by (\%, d) ".
Let G,(x) be the game G(fl, &,, CO,).
Claim. R(x) holds ifs V has a no-losing strategy in G&x).
Proof. Suppose first that R(x) holds and that t is a winning strategy of 3 in G,(x). We describe a no-losing strategy of V in G,(x). Let 8,) be the opening r-move of 3 in G,(x). In the beginning of G&x) 3 plays A,, with w,, = 0 E &(A,,) . Now Str(x, w+,) is true, whence there is an element d, such that ((&,, d,) ) EA,).
The pair x, = (%J,, d,) is the first move of V in G&V). Suppose then 3 has played '8 a+l in G,(x) and A,+, in G&) with xa+, E &(A,+ I) . By the definition of 8 there is a dn+* such that x,+~ E Am+,, where x~+~ codes the extension of the sequence coded by x,,, by ($%Jn+,, de+2). Let us finally consider a limit stage Y of the game. The element x, is necessarily the supremum of (x,),<,. Suppose 3  produces A, with x, E T(A,) . The strategy r gives 3 some %,, in G,(x). By the definition of 8, there is some d, with x,,+, E A,, where x,+, is the extension of x, with the pair ('x3,, d,) . This ends the description of the no-losing strategy of V in Gz(x). For the converse, suppose V has a no-losing strategy r in G*(x). We shall describe a winning strategy of 3 in G,(x). The first move of 3 in G,(x) is defined as follows. Let first &, be the set of one-element sequences w = ((8, a) ) which either satisfy lStr(x, w) or fail to be r-moves of V in G2(x) after some first move A(, of 3.
Case 1: 0 E r(&). Now we can let 3 start G&x) with y0 and r gives some response w = ((%, d) all d,,, wo=  ((% d,,) ) $ E;,. S o we have both Str(x, wo) and w. is a r-response of V to some move A,, of 3.
The structure 8,, given by Case 2 above is now the first move of 3 in G,(x). Suppose V answers with d,, . We start G,(x) by letting 3 play the set A,, given by Case 2 above and V the element w,, = ((' Q, d(J) . The game goes on like this and 3 wins.
The Claim is now proved and thereby the whole theorem. 
Stages of induction
Let r be a monotone operator on X. The smallest fixed point Ind(T, w) has a representation as a union of stages: Ind(T, B,) . a
Moreover, if x E Ind(T, o), there is a unique (Y such that x E Ind(T, oB,) but x $ Ind(T, B,). We shall prove a similar result for arbitrary T-closures Ind(T, T) and T-coclosures
Coind(I', T). However, we do not get similar uniqueness as that of the (Y above.
Suppose Tis a monotone
operator on X, x an element of X and T is a tree. We use 1x1; to denote the tree of all pairs (z, 6) where b is a chain in T with a last element and z is a no-losing strategy of V in G (T, x, b) . These pairs are ordered as follows: (r, 6) s (t', b') iff b is an initial segment of b' and z agrees with z' as long as 3 stays in 6. Notice that For the trees B, we have that /xl:= B, whenever
x E Ind (T, B,,,) - ', B,) .
In the following result it should be kept in mind that Ind'(T, T) =X -Coind(I', T) is equal to Ind (T, T) if ris open determined on T. 
Proposition. Let r be a monotone operator on X, x an element of X and T a tree. Then x EInd'(T, T) e (xl;< T.
Proof. Suppose x E Coind(T, T). We prove T c Ixl:. Let t E T and b = {t' E
Corollary. Let I-be a monotone operator on X, x an element of X and T a tree with no uncountable branches. If U = Ix];, then x E Coind(T, T), but x C$ Coind(T, au).
Proof. In view of Proposition 8.1 it suffices to recall that U < a(/. 0
Corollary. Let r be a monotone operator on X and T a tree such that U < T implies all < T for all U. Then
Coind(T, T) = n {Coind(T, U) 1 U < T}.
Notice that if T = w, then the trees U with U < T correspond to ordinals. Also, if T = CO,, then U < T iff al/ < T iff U has no uncountable branches. Thus
Coind 
Corollary. Let r be monotone on X and @ monotone on Y, and let x E X and y E Y. If x E Ind'(T, T). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) I-+ IYE.
(2) For all V < T, ifx E Coind(T, V) then y E Coind(@, V) . 
. Proposition. Let r be a monotone operator on X, x an element of X and T a tree. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) x E Ind(T, T).
(2) There is a tree U << T such that x E Ind(I', aU) but x $ Ind(T, Cl).
Proof. Suppose x E Ind(T, T). Let t be a winning strategy of 3 in G(I', x, T). Let
V be the tree of sequences of successor length of moves of V in rounds of G(T, x, T) when 3 plays r and tl has not lost yet. Now aV d T and 3 has a winning strategy in G (T, x, aV) . Let U be a <<-minimal tree such that either U = V or U << V and 3 has a winning strategy in G (T, x, au) . So x E Ind(r, oU) .
To prove x $ Ind (T, U) , assume the contrary. By starting again with U in place of T, we end up with W such that W << U and 3 has a winning strategy in G (T, x, aW) . This is contrary to the minimality of U. q
Corollary. Let r be a monotone operator on X and T a tree. Then
Ind(T, T) = U {Ind(T, oU) 1 U CC T}.
Proof. If U << T, i.e., aU s T, then Ind(r, U) E Ind(r, T). Conversely, if
x E T", then Proposition 8.4 gives a tree U << T with x E Ind(T, au) . q
Again, if T = CO, then the trees U with U << T are essentially just the trees B,.
Also, if T = w,, then U << T iff aU << T iff U has no uncountable branches. Thus
Ind(T, w,) = U (Ind(I', U) ) U has no uncountable branches}.
If T = CO, then for any x the trees U of Proposition 8.6 coincide (up to order-preserving mappings) with the tree 1x1;. This is not true in general as the following example shows. Proof. Let T be a winning strategy of 3 in G (T, x, T) . Let b E (T 1x1; . Let us play G(T, x, T) so that 3 follows z and V the ascending chain b of no-losing strategies. We know that 3 cannot lose, so he has to be able to make one more move
f(b) E T after V has exhausted b. This f demonstrates o 1x1;~ T. 0
This result is an abstract version of one direction of the equivalence in 4.3 (and 4.8). If we make an additional assumption on r, we get also the other direction. Notice that the additional assumption holds in the cases of 4.3 and 4.8.
Proposition. Let I-be a moaotone operator on X and assume that for all x E X there is a smallest set Y c_ X with x E r(Y). if x is an element of X and T a tree, and if Ixl~<< T, then x E Ind(T, T).
Proof. Let f : CT Ixl~--+ T be order preserving.
We describe the first few moves according to a strategy t of 3 in G (T, x, T) , the exact definition of z will then be clear. First 3 plays X0 and t,, where X0 is the smallest set with x E T(X,,) and t(, is the image of the smallest elements sg of o 1x1; under f. Then V picks some x, E X,,. The reply of 3 consists of the smallest set X, with x, E T(X,) and
t, = f (s,) where s, E 1x1; is a minimal strategy consistent with picking x,. It is clear that that 3 can always play according to z. If X, # 0 for all Y, then there arises an w,-sequence s,, c s, c . . . of elements of o Ix 1; and t,, < t, < . . . of elements of T. Hence z must be a winning strategy of 3. 0
Stage-comparison
Let r and Q, be two monotone operators on X and Y respectively. Let x be an element of X, y an element of Y and T a tree. We shall combine r and Q, to get two operators which yield information about the relative sizes of IxlT: and 1~15.
Our Stage-Comparison
Theorem shows that to a certain extent this information is coded in the T-closures
and T-coclosures of these operators. We shall then use the Stage-Comparison Theorem in the next section to prove a reduction-type result for w,-coinductive relations. If r is monotone on X, we define for A LX, T;,(A)= T(A)UA.
Lemma. Ind(T, T) = Ind(T;,, T) and Coind(T, T) = Coind(&l, T). If I-is positive elementary on a structure, then so is also c,.
Proof. Assume that 3 has winning strategy r in G,, = G (I;,, x, T) . We describe a winning strategy of 3 in G = G (I', x, T) . Denote the moves in G,, by th, XL and x&. In Go, t gives t; and Xi, where x E 4,(X;). If x E T(X;), then we let 3 play t, = t; and Xi =X ; in G. Otherwise, x E X; and we can let V play xl =x in G,,. More generally, we let V play x& = x in G,, as long as x E X&. Since r is a winning strategy, there has to be a smallest ordinal a: with x = xh E r(X&+,).
Then we are ready to let 3 play t, = th+, and X, = XL,, in G. Next player V plays x, E X, in G and we do the same for xi as what was just done for x. In this way we produce longer and longer initial segments of a play of G,,. It is easy to check that the construction goes over limit steps in G and that it creates a winning strategy for 3. Especially, a limit step in G gives rise to a sequence (x,),<, (a: limit) of elements where x, <xP for Y <p < a. This corresponds in G,, to a sequence (XI)Y<DI, where x: <XI for Y < p < (Y' and where every XL is xlr for some ~1, and conversely. Hence these sequences have the same limit. Assume then that V has a no-losing strategy o in G. The following is a no-losing strategy for V in G,,. In G,,, 3 plays first tl and Xl. If x E r(Xi), then we let V play x; according to o. More exactly, we let 3 play t, = ti and X, = Xl in G. Otherwise x EX~ and we let V play xi =x in G,,. It is clear that this can be iterated to yield a no-losing strategy for V in G,,.
The rest of the Lemma follows immediately from the definitions. 0
We use the following two operators to compare the stages connected to two inductive definitions.
Let r and @ be monotone on X and Y, respectively. Let X X Y be the Cartesian product of X and Y ordered co-ordinatewise. The stage-comparison operators r, and r, are defined as follows. It is straightforward to see that these are monotone. Notice also that if rand di are positive elementary, then r, and r, are, too. These operators are relatively complicated to deal with. Therefore we consider the following two games. The game G,(x, y) is described in Fig. 3 .
So in G,(x, y) player 3 first chooses an element t, E T and a set X, with
x,, =x E &)(X,) and x' ax,, for all x' E X,. Then player V chooses an element
x, E X, and a set Y, with y,) = y E @,,(Y,) and y' a y,, for all y E Y,. The following rounds go in a similar way with the addition that besides e.g. t2 and X2 player 3 has also to play an element y, E Y,. Let G2(x, y) be the game described in Fig. 4 . Again for limit N, we first let x, = limg<axg and y, = limp<ayfi. Then 3 chooses t, > qj for all /I < a and X, with x, E G,(X,) and x' ax, for all x' E X,, after which V chooses Y, with y, E @(,(Y,) and y' 2 y, for all y' E Y,. Next 3 chooses ya. E Y, and V chooses x, E X,. Player 3 wins the game if for some a', x, E r;,(0) and for no p s a, ylj E Qo(0). Player V wins if for some a3, y, E G{,,(O) and for no p < a:, xB E c)(0), or if 3 cannot choose t,.
The following lemma is our main tool in getting information about r, and r,. For example, one can show directly from the definitions that Ind(T,, T) G Ind(T,, T) and Coind(T,, T) c Coind(T,, T), but the task becomes much easier, . 4. The game G,(x, y) , if one argues in terms of the games G, and G2. Assume that 3 has a winning strategy r in G&r, y). The following simulation constitutes a winning strategy of 3 in G,(n, y). For notational simplicity, we denote the subsets of Y played by V in G&z, y) by Y: instead of Y,. At first in G&, y), r gives t, E T which is part of the first move of 3 in G,(x, y). Then we let V play in G&, y) YI = {y}, to which r gives an answer consisting of X, and y, . This X, is the other half of the first move of 3 in G&x, y). After this, it is straightforward to read the moves of 3 in G&K, y) from those given by t in G,(x, y). At limit steps we apply the same trick putting YL,, = {Ye}. The other inclusion is verified in a similar way. Notice that here we really need the definition of the operator Q+,. Proof. We prove the four implications concerning G,(x, y) and then discuss how to prove those concerning G,(x, y). (1) Assume first that player V has a no-losing strategy t in G(T,, (x, y), T). We describe a no-losing strategy of V in G,(x, y). This is the most difficult part of the proof, and also the most interesting one since it gives a good insight to the role of the operator r,. Assume that t, is the element of T played by 3 on the first round of G,( ,(-B) ,
Lemma. The games G(L, (x, y), T) and G,(x, y) are equivalent in the sense that player 3 has a winning strategy in one, if and only if 3 has a winning strategy in the other, and player V has a no-losing strategy in one, if and only if
where -B is the complement of B. This implies by the definition of r, that whenever x E 6,(X,), there has to be some x, E X, with
Y E @,,({Y' ) (~1, Y 7 E B)l.
Here x c x,. Assume that 3 plays in G,(x, y) on the first round besides t, a set X,. We can assume that x E 4,(X,). Then the first move of V is to play x, E X, as above and the set Y, = {y' 1 (x,, y' T(B ,) .
We let 3 play t, and B, on the first round of G(T,, (x, y), T). Then the strategy r gives exactly the pair (x, , y,) , and we can repeat the whole argument. It is easy to check that this construction can be carried also over limit steps of the games and that it constitutes a no-losing strategy for V. Because r is a no-losing strategy, Xv+, # 0 holds for all Y. We can assume that for all v, (x,, yy) E T,(B,+,). If B,+, = 0, then the definition of r, implies that Y, $ @%(Y). Hence B,+, #0 holds for all Y. So the strategy of V described above is no-losing.
(4) Assume that 3 has a winning strategy t in G(L, (x, y), T). We describe a winning strategy of 3 in G,(x, y). On the first round of G(T,, (x, y), T), z gives t, and B,. Denote as above X, = {x' ) y 4 @,,({y' ) (x', y') $ B,}) }. Then the first move of 3 in G,(x, y) consists of t, and X,. The first move of V in G,(x, y) consists of x, and Y,, where x, E X, and y E @,,(Y,). Because t is a winning strategy, there is some y' E Y, with (x,, y') E B,. Let y, be any of these. Then we can let V play in G(L, (x, y), T) the pair (x,, y,) to go on in using z. Again, it is easy to see that this yields a winning strategy for 3 in G,(x, y).
Finally, we discuss the proof of the assertions concerning G2(x, y). Assume that V has a no-losing strategy t in G(T,, (x, y), T). In G2(x, y), 3 plays first t, E T. Then as in part (1) = (co,, <) .
from above with the below that according 9.3. Stage-Comparison Theorem. Let rand @ be as above.
( Proof of (1). Assume that (x, y) E Ind(T,, T) and let r be a winning strategy of 3
in Gi(x, y). We let V play in G,(x, y) so that Y, = {y} for all Y. Then G,(x, Y) becomes essentially G(T;,, x, T). Thus r induces a winning strategy t' of 3 in G(I;,, n, T). It is then easy to get a winning strategy of 3 in G(I', x, T) by e.g. playing in G(T;,, x, T) x, =x as long as x E XV. Then there has to be a smallest Y with x =x, E T(X,+,).
In this case, we let 3 begin G(I;,, x, T) with Xi = Xv+, and t; = tvc,.
Consider then the other part of (1). By Lemma 8.1, it suffices to prove that y E Coind( @, Ix/g. The following simulation yields a required no-losing strategy for V in H = G( @', y, Ixlg. The first move of 3 in H consists of a set Y, and an element U, of [xl& Recall that U, is a pair whose first co-ordinate is a strategy s,. Let the first move of 3 according to r in G,(x, y) consist of t; and Xi. We can assume that x E 4)(X;) = X; U T(X;). There are two possibilities.
In case x E&,(X;), we use S, to get xi from t; and X;. Then we let V play in G,(x, y) Y; = Y, . To these t gives a reply consisting of t;, y ; and Xl. The first move of V in H is then y, = y;. The second possibility is that x E Xl -T(X;). In this case V plays in G,(x, y), xi =x and Yi = {y}. Then s, is left for later use and we go on with G,(x, y) before finding out the first move of V in G,(x, y). Notice that in this case, Xi is not a legal move in G (T, x, T) . Because t is a winning strategy for 3 in G,(x, y), the latter possibility cannot occur too often and hence it is easy to see that this simulation can be iterated and that it yields a no-losing strategy for V in H. 0 Proof of (2). Assume that (x, y) E Coind(T,, T). It is enough to prove that 1 yl$<< 1~1;~. Let r be a no-lose strategy of V in the game G,(x, y). We construct an order preserving function f : CJ 1 y I:--+ IxlFT as follows. Recall first that the arguments off will be initial segments of branches of I y 1;. The first move of 3 in G,(x, y) consists of t, and X, to which r gives a reply consisting of x1 and Y,. We let in G,(x, y) t, and X, vary keeping x E T(X,) true, and obtain a function (t,, X,) +x,.
The value f(0) is the pair of this function and 0 (empty sequence in T). Let u(, E IylG correspond to a one-move strategy sg. We shall go on with the game Gi(x, y) to determine the value f( ( u,))). Let y, be the reply given by sg to t, and Y, in the game G(@, y, t). As above, we let in G,(x, y) also t2 and X, vary, to these r gives replies x2 and Y,. The functions (t,, X,)-x, and (tr, X,, t2, X2) gives a reply y,. We let the second move of 3 in G;(x, y) consist of tZ, y, and Xz. To these r replies with x2 E X2 and Y,. The second move of V in H according to the strategy we are describing is then x2. It is clear that this simulation can be iterated to obtain the desired no-losing strategy. 0
Proof of (3). Assume that (x, y) E Ind(T,, T) and that t is a winning strategy of 3 in G2(x, y). We let V play in G&K, y) so that Y,, = {y} for all Y. Then G,(x, y) becomes essentially G(T;,, x, T) as in the proof of (1) above, and t induces a winning strategy of 3 in G(I;,, x, T). It is easy to use this to get a winning strategy of 3 in G(T, ,1c, T).
Then assume that (x, y) E Ind(T,, T). Assume by Lemma 9.2 that t is a winning strategy of 3 in G,(x, y). We show that Ixl,T<< IylsT, i.e., u IxlFa 1~1%'. The smallest element of u 1x1; is the empty initial segment 0 of (every) branch of 1x1;. This is mapped to the following element (a,,, b,,) of 1~1%'. Here b,, is that chain in UT whose only element is 0, the empty initial segment of a branch of T, and a0 is the strategy picking from Y, such y, that t gives y,, if V plays Y, in G,(x, y). We consider here only those Y, where y E @(Y,). Since r is a winning strategy, a0 is no-losing. Consider next an immediate successor of 0 in u 1x1;. It is of the form {(so, a,,)} where a,, is a singleton {u,,} for some u(, E T and s,, is a no-losing strategy of V in G(T, x, uo). The image of {(s,,, a(,)} will depend only on the answer x, given by sg to the move u,), X, in G(T, x, uJ. Here X, is the set given above by t. Given x, , t gives first an element t2 E T. Then if we vary Y, as Y, was varied above, we obtain a function Y2++y2_ Then we map {(so, a,,)} to (a,, b,) where b, = (0, {t 1 Tut,}} and where u, is that extension of a,, which gives a reply y2 to Y, according to t. This process can be iterated to give the required embedding. 0
Process of (3'). Assume that (x, y) E Ind(T,, T). We proved above that x E Ind(T, T). Here we have to show that /y/g =$1x1;. Assume on the contrary that f : Iylg+ 1x1; is order preserving.
Let r be a winning strategy of 3 in G2(x, y). At first, r gives an element tr E T. Then we vary the set Y, and get a function s; : Y, my, where y, (and a set X,) are given by t as a reply to Y, . We can consider s; as a short strategy sr of V in G( @, y, T) which is immune relative to the element of T chosen by 3. Then (s,, {t,})~ 1~15, and f((~,, {t,}))~ 1x1;. Denote f((s,, {t,})) by (ST, 6';). After fixing this notation, we let V play Y, = {y} (and Y, = { yO}, in general). Then 3 plays y, and Xi according to t. Given X,, we simulate G(T, x, 6{) and let 3 play there X, and the smallest element of b{. To these, s{ gives a reply x, which we let V play in G&, y). It is easy to see that we can go on with this process indefinitely, and that it leads to a play of G2(x, y) which 3 cannot win. 0
Proof of (4). Assume that (x, y) E Coind(T,, T) and that r is a no-losing strategy of V in G&x, y). We show that x E Coind(T, 1~1;) which implies by Lemma 8.5 that Iyl$ s 1x1;. The first move of V in G(T, x, 1~1:) consists of an element ur of [y/g and a set X, with x E T(X,). The element U, consists of a strategy or and an initial segment b, of a branch of T. Denote by t, the last element of b, which exists by the definition of 1~1:. Then the first move of 3 in G,(x, y) is t,. Next r gives a set Y, with y E @,)( Y,) = @(Y,). We can apply or to get y, . The next move of 3 in G2(x, y) consists of X, and y,, to which t gives a reply x,. This x, is the first move of V according to the strategy we are describing.
It is easy to see that this gives the required no-losing strategy of 3. 0
The proof of the Stage-Comparison Theorem is now complete. Cl
As the remark before the Stage-Comparison Theorem shows, the theorem has a simpler form in the case of cu,-induction.
This special case will be discussed in the next section. It is well known that the levels of an elementary inductive definition are hyperelementary.
We have the following version of this fact. = (CO,, <) . Proof. Let f : T -+ ZJ be order preserving.
Theorem. Assume that T is a tree in which every element of limit height is uniquely determined by its predecessors.
If T << U, then
We may assume that f maps branches of T to initial segments of branches of II. Assume that r is a winning strategy for 3 in G(T, x, T). It can be assumed that the heights of the elements of T given by t form an initial segment of the ordinals, i.e., that 3 chooses always elements from T as low as possible. We shall describe a winning strategy of 3 in G,(x, T).
Here the game G,(x, T) is defined in terms of the operators r and &, and the length of the game is U. Let the first move of 3 in G(T, x, T) according to r consist of t, and Xi. By our assumption, t, is a minimal element in T. We let the first move of 3 in G,(x, T) consist of f(tJ and X,. Then let x, and Y, form the first move of V in G,(x, T). Assume that T E K(Y,) and not just T E (IJo( It follows from the definition of c that Y contains all the subtrees determined by the immediate successors of tl in T. We interpret x1 as the first move of V in G(r, x, T). Let the second move of 3 in G(T, x, T) consist of t2 and X,. Then we let the second move of 3 in G,(x, T) consist of f(f2), y,, X2 where y, is the element of Y, to which r2 belongs. If T E Y, -T,(Y,), then we let 3 play y, = T. If T = Y, E rS(Ym+A then Y,+, is determined by t2 as above, i.e., r2 is the root of Y a+l. Clearly this process can be iterated to yield the required winning strategy. will now be X,. Then in G,(T, x), 3 plays x, and Y, which are used as the first move of V in G,(x, T). To this z gives in Gi(x, T) u2, y, and X2. The next two moves of V in G,(T, x) will be these y, and X2, between which 3 picks v2 E U. It is easy to see that this process gives the required no-losing strategy of V in G, (T, x) . Notice that the elements ui have here only an indirect role: z picks them in such a way that 3 has enough time to win G,(x, T). q Proof. Let f : aT+ U be order preserving. Let z be a no-losing strategy of V in G, (T, x) . We describe a winning strategy on 3 in G(T, x, T). We let 3 play first in G2( T, x) the element v1 =f(0) ( w h ere 0 is the smallest element of aT). Then t gives a set X, with x E T;,(X,) =X1 U T(X,). The first move of 3 in G(T, x, T) consists now of tr and X1 where t, is the unique root of T. Then V plays x1 in G(T, x, T) and x, is going to be part of the second move of 3 in G, (T, x) . The part Yr is the set of subtrees determined by immediate successors of t,. Then r gives y, and after 3 has played in G,(T, x) u2 =f({t,}), also X2. The second move of 3 in G(T, x, T) consist of t2 and X, where t2 is the root of y, (and hence an immediate successor of t,.) This process seems to go on indefinitely, but it is cut down by the fact that T has no uncountable branches. It is easy to see that the strategy described here is a winning strategy for 3 in G(T, x, T). Cl
We proceed next to part (2) of the theorem. We prove here only the first and last implication, the middle equivalence is left to the reader. Proof. Let r be a winning strategy of 3 in G2(T, x). The following is a no-losing strategy of V in G(T, x, T). In G(T, x, T), 3 plays first t, and X,. In G,(T, x), r gives at first u, E U (which has no role in this construction.) We let V play X, in G2( T, x), to which t gives x1 and Yr . This x, is used as the first move of V in G(T, x, T). Next 3 plays t2 and X2 in G(T, x, T). To proceed, we let V play in G,( T, x) y, so that t2 E y , , and in addition, if T E &(Y,), we let y, be a subtree of T determined by an immediate successor of the root of T. Otherwise, T E Y, and we set y, = T. After this, t gives u2 E U and we let V reply on G,(T, x) with X2. Then t gives x2 and Y2 and we can let V play x2 next in G(T, x, T). This simulation process gives clearly the required no-losing strategy. 0
This completes the proof of Theorem 9.4. 0
By combining the Stage-Comparison Theorem 9.4, we obtain the following result. Ind'(T, oT) . x E Ind'(T, UT). Cl
Corollary. Assume that T is a tree in which every element of limit height is uniquely determined by its predecessors. If T << U, then x E Ind(T, T) + Ix[~G T + x E
Proof. Since T G Ix
for w,-induction
Our Stage-Comparison Theorem obtains an especially appealing form in the case of a-induction.
If r and @ are as before, then (see Fig. 5 ):
(1) if (x, y) E Ind(T,, w,), then x E Ind'(T, w,) and Ixly' G Iyl$, (2) if not lylz << Ixl;l(', then (x, y) E Ind'(T,, wl),
(3) if (A y) E Ind(T,, w,), then x E Ind'(I', 0,) and Ixl?' << Iyl$', (4) if @Co = @ and 1~1% =$ Ixl;', then (x, y) E Ind'(T,, 0,). This result is strong enough to yield the following weak version of the reduction principle for complements of cu-coinductive relations.
The proof relies on the Combination and Transitivity Lemmas of Section 6. r; and @, on ?I and parameters   aI,. . . , a,,, and b,, . . . , bk such that
(1) P,(x,, . . . ,x,) e (XI,. . . , x,, aI, . . . , a,) E Ind'(G, ml),
e (XI, . . . , x,, b,, . . . , bk) E Ind'(@,, w,), Wemayassumethatr=I;,, @=@,andthat(a, ,..., a,)=(b ,,..., bk). We shall write x = (x,, . . . , x,) and u = (a,, . . . , a,) . Let c and d be two distinct elements of 3. Define Proof. If not P(x) , then V has a no-losing strategy in the game G(T, (x, a), co,).
This would induce a no-losing strategy of V in the game G(E, (c, x, a), w,) and furthermore one in G (T,, ((c, x, a), (d, x, a) ), o,), implying that not P,(x). 0
